
Data Coverage

1.5M
Dark web 
domains

90M+
Dark web 
pages

5M+
Document 
files

20B+
Credentials

100M+
Images 

Dark web, deep web, DDW forum, SNS, 
blockchain, telegram, criminal infrastructure, etc

100+
Digital Channels

We monitor

20+
Threat types we monitor

Source code, asset, API keys, malware, credential 
documents, phishing/smishing, etc
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Xarvis is an integrated search engine for deep/dark web, which helps you comprehensively grasp all the 
information on the surface web and hidden channels.

Xarvis collects vast amount of data through monitoring various hidden channels, including the dark web, 
which has become a blind spot for cybercrime. Through integrated web monitoring, it allows to collect 
pieces of information related to the case and criminal and derives meaningful intelligence through data 
refinement and in-depth analysis.

Outstanding DDW data collection technology
- 

Automated essential DDW data extraction 
through NLP
- 

Graph based relation tool for highly complex 
relational data analysis
- 

Xarvis covers a wider monitoring range compared 
to competitors. 

Extract key information on DDW with highest level 
of NLP technology. It helps to collect meaningful 
data from DDW effectively.

Able to portray multiple complex relationships 
intuitively. It allows faster and effective 
organization of the relationships between 
numerous information.

Why XARVIS?

Integrated deep/dark web monitoring solution



Key Features

XARVIS can be applied to

Integrated Search

Search guide by latest DDW trend 

Various filter option (i.e. language, 
content type, category, etc.)

Monitoring

Customized keyword monitoring

Card leak monitoring

Real time DDW threat monitoring

Chronological Browsers

Intuitive, secure and fast

Archived volatile Dark web data 
in chronological browser

Database of various identifier 
(real time update)

Information on identifier in a 
specific page

Page redirection

Analysis Report

Weekly DDW newsletter, 
Darkpedia

Threat news on Financial/
Hacking/Ransomware

Statistical data on threat factor

User Profiling Tool, 
‘Darkspider’

Multi Domain 
Cross Analysis

Track user size trend by 
major site

Update new posting of 
designated users

Dark web trend monitoring Track down a criminal Investigation of a crime

Cyber attack group profile Search for information on dark web In-depth DDW data analyze 

www.s2w.inc / info@s2w.incS2W solve the problems with technology for good


